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Abstract. This paper deals with a unifying approach to the problems of computing the admissible sets of 
parametrical multi perturbations in appropriate bounded sets such that some fundamental properties of 
parameter-varying linear dynamic systems are maintained provided that the so-called (i.e. perturbation-free) 
nominal system possesses such properties. The sets of parametrical multi perturbations include any 
combinations of parametrical multi perturbations in the matrix of dynamics as well as in the control, output 
and input-output interconnection matrices which belong to some prescribed bounded domain in the complex 
space. The various properties which are investigated are controllability, observability, output controllability 
and existence of minimal state-space realizations together with the associate existence or not of associate 
decoupling, transmission and invariant zeros. All the matrices of parameters including the nominal and the 
disturbed ones which parameterize the dynamic system may be real or complex. The radii of the multi- 
parametrical perturbations are calculated in a simple way. The obtained results are then applied to systems 
subject to a finite number of point internal delays and parametrical multi perturbations by comparing the 
state- space descriptions of such systems with the general descriptions previously investigated. In particular, 
the contributions of the delays to the spectral descriptions are assimilated to the contributions of a set of 
varying parameters in a domain for the general description. 
 
Keywords: Parameter-varying systems, Controllability, Observability, Zeros, Multi- parametrical 
perturbations. 
 
1. Introduction 
The problem of robust stability of dynamic systems has received important attention in the last two decades, 
[1-3]. The related investigations require in general ad-hoc mathematical tools from Mathematical and 
Functional Analysis, [1-4]. Recently, the notion of stability radius has been used for related investigations, [5-
7]. The stability radius of a linear dynamic system is a positive real number which defines the minimum size, 
in terms of norm, of a parametrical perturbation, belonging to an admissible class,  such that the resulting 
system becomes unstable or critically stable provided that the nominal (i.e. perturbation-free) system is stable 
. Such a characterization has been used successfully in [5-7] to investigate the maximum size of both 
structured and unstructured multi parametrical (in general, complex) perturbations so that positive  systems 
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are maintained stable provided that its nominal part is stable. Further advantages of focusing the robust 
stability problem in that way are that the robust stability of wide classes of parameter-varying dynamic 
systems, including some described by functional equations, may be studied in a unified way, [5-9]. The 
purpose of this paper is to study the fundamental properties of  controllability, observability, stabilizability 
and detectability of parameter-varying linear systems, in a way  inspired in the ideas developed in [5-7]. 
However, some variations are that the parameter-varying systems  under ( in general complex) parametrical 
multi perturbations are not necessarily positive and that  spectral stability radii are not involved since the 
problem at hand is not that of robust stabilization. The main idea is to maintain the Popov-Belevitch-Hautus 
matrix functions [1] for the investigated properties being full rank for all multi perturbations  provided that 
the matrix of the nominal system is also full rank. The multi perturbations are of a given structured class on a 
certain domain where the varying parameters belong to. The worst case of the admissible perturbations 
establishes the robustness degree of the property. The extension to unstructured perturbations is not discussed 
since it is direct, and even more simple, than that for structured ones. The study is addressed in a unified way 
for all the properties. In particular, it has direct interest in realization theory since the size of the disturbances 
which maintain a minimal state-space realization of the system may be characterized, provided that the 
nominal realization is minimal. To this end, the best of the two worst cases of losing either controllability or 
observability by the perturbed system of a nominally controllable and observable system ensures that the 
state-space realization is still minimal. A direct extension is that if the nominal system is stabilizable and 
detectable, the best of the two worst cases of losing some of both properties for some multi perturbation in the 
given class still guarantees that any eventual zero-pole cancellation in the transfer matrix is stable. The 
technical mechanism employed to investigate the various properties is the construction of square auxiliary 
matrix functions which are symmetrical positive definite (or Hermitian in the complex case). If their associate 
minimum singular value becomes zero, or equivalently, if their determinants become zero for some 
perturbation while their counterparts of the nominal system are positive then the investigated property is lost. 
One takes advantage that the functions characterizing the singular values and the determinant of a complex 
continuous matrix function are continuous functions on the definition domain of such a matrix function. The 
results are easily extendable to parameter-varying dynamic linear internal and external delays under multi – 
perturbations. There is an important background on time-delay systems, [10-34] including models of neural 
networks including delays, [25-27]. In particular, the study of stability of time-delay systems has received 
attention in [10-11], [15], [19-24], [30-34], the positivity and periodicity of the trajectory-solutions have 
being investigated in [13-14], [27-29], [32], [35-36] and the state-trajectory solutions under impulsive 
controls in  [12-13], [15-17] including the case of singular systems, [13]. Sufficiency–type conditions for the 
robust characterization of those properties follows directly from the general study based on the fact that time-
delay systems might be characterized as nD- systems [8-9], [21]. Refinements of the conditions either 
allowing to derive results dependent on the delay sizes or guaranteeing that the properties hold for some cases 
not included in the nD- system characterizations are also investigated. This is addressed by further 
considering the spectral characterization of linear delay systems under quasi-polynomials.  
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2. Notation  
Subsets of the complex and real fields R  and C are: 
  ( ){ }0≥∈=+ rRe:r:0 RR , ( ){ }0>∈=+ rRe:r: RR , ( ){ }0<∈=− rRe:r: RR  
( ){ }0rRe:r:0 ≥∈=+ CC , ( ){ }0>∈=+ rRe:r: CC , ( ){ }0<∈=− rRe:r: CC  
which stand for nonnegative, positive and negative real numbers or complex numbers of nonnegative, 
positive and negative real abscissas, respectively. { }1z:z:1 =∈= CC  is the unit circumference in the 
complex plane.   
 
( ) ( )p0q ,C KR +  and ( ) ( )p0q ,CP KR +  with C=K or R=K denote, respectively, real or complex 
vector functions of class 0≥q  and those of class 1−q (if 1≥q ) whose q-th derivative is continuously 
differentiable with piecewise continuous q -th derivative on the definition domain 
0+R .
( ) ( )p0 ,CP KR +0  denotes the class of piecewise continuous p-vector functions with domain 
0+R and range 
pK . 
 
nI  denotes the n-th identity matrix. The superscript ´´*´´ denotes the transpose conjugate of a complex 
matrix resulting in the usual transpose for real matrices (denoted with the superscript ´´T´´), Mdet and 
( ) ( ){ }0MIdet::M n =−∈= λλσ C  denote the determinant of the matrix M and its spectrum, 
respectively. Subsets of  ( )Mσ  are ( ) ( ){ }0Re:M:M >∈=+ λσλσ , 
( ) ( ){ }0Re:M:M0 ≥∈=+ λσλσ , ( ) ( ){ }0Re:M:M <∈=− λσλσ and ( ) ( ){ }0Re:M:M0 ≤∈=− λσλσ . 
The spectral radius and spectral abscissa of M are denoted, respectively, by 
( ) ( ){ }M:max:M σλλρ ∈=  and ( ) ( ){ }M:Remax:M σλλμ ∈= . The singular values of M are 
the positive squares of the eigenvalues of any of the matrix products *MM  and M*M  provided that they 
exist which are real and satisfy ( ) ( ) 0≥≥ MM σσ  where ( )Mσ and ( )Mσ are the maximum and 
minimum singular value of M, respectively. Note that at least one of the matrix products *MM  and M*M  
always exist. The spectral (or 2l ) vector norm and associated induced matrix norm are denoted by 2. .  
The interior, boundary (frontier) and closure of a set K  are denoted as 0K , rFK , and   Kcl , 
respectively. 
 
( ) ( )( )tfLap:sfˆ = , ( ) ( )( )sfLap:tf 1−=  is a pair of Laplace transform and Laplace anti-transform 
provided that such an anti-transform exists. 
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The Kronecker (or direct) product of the matrices ( )jiaA =  and B is denoted by ( )BaBA ji=⊗  and 
for such a matrix A, ( ) ( )**n** a,,a,aAvec L21=  with *ia  being the i-th row of A,  i.e. 
( )n* a,...,a,aA 21= . The boundary (or frontier) of a set Q is denoted as FrQ . 
 
The complex unit is 1−=i . 
 
3.     The parameter-varying system and associate fundamental properties: controllability, 
observability, minimal realizability, stabilizability and detectability 
 
The parameter-varying linear time-invariant dynamic system to be considered is  
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )tuzB~zBt,zxzA~zAt,zx BBAA +++=&                                      (1) 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )tuzD~zDt,zxzC~zCt,zy CDCC +++=                                  (2) 
 
, { }0∪=∈∀ ++ RR :t 0 , with { }0>∈=+ r:s: RR , subject to  initial conditions 
( ) ( ) nzx,zx C∈= 00 , where nCX ⊂ , pCY ⊂  and mCY ⊂  are, respectively,  the state, output and 
input linear spaces, and ( ) ( )X,Cx 0q +×∈ RC1  , ( ) ( )Y,Cy 0q +×∈ RC0  and 
( ) ( )U,CPu 0q +×∈ RC0 are, the everywhere continuously time-differentiable n-vector state trajectory 
solution, the piecewise continuous p-vector output-trajectory solution, and the piecewise continuous m-vector 
control input, respectively, with nmp ≤≤  and 4++++= DCBA qqqq:q , and 
nnq A:A ×+ → CC 1 , mnqB:B ×+ → CC 1 , npqC:C ×+ →CC 1 and mpqD:D ×+ → CC 1 ; and 
nnq A:A~ ×+ → CC 1 , mnqB:B~ ×+ → CC 1 , npqC:C~ ×+ →CC 1 and mpqD:D~ ×+ →CC 1 are,  
respectively, the (so-called) nominal and perturbation (complex-valued) matrices of dynamics, control, output 
and input-output interconnections whose parameter-varying arguments are defined by the respective 
complex-valued ( )1+Aq , ( )1+Bq , ( )1+Cq  and ( )1+Dq - tuples: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) { } 121 11 +⊂×∈= AAA qqAq,....,A,AA zzz,:z CC  , ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) { } 121 11 +⊂×∈= BBB qqBq,....,B,BB zzz,:z CC     
                                                                                                                                                       (3) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) { } 1qqCq,....,C2,C1C CCC 1zzz,1:z +⊂×∈= CC  , ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) { } 121 11 +⊂×∈= DDD qqDq,....,D,DD zzz,:z CC   
                                                                                                                                                      (4) 
The (so-called) nominal system is affine parameter-varying defined from (1)-(2) with 
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                                                                                                                                                      (5) 
where ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1D0C0B0A0 zzzz ==== , ( )( ) 0=AzA~ , ( )( ) 0=BzB~ , ( )( ) 0=CzC~ and ( )( ) 0=DzD~ , and 
nn
i :A
×→ CC ( )0Aqi∈ , mni :B ×→ CC ( )0Bqi∈ , npi :C ×→ CC ( )0Cqi∈ , mpi :D ×→ CC ( )0Dqi∈  
                                                                                                                                                      (6) 
with { }0n:n 0 ∪= , { }n,...,,:n 21= . The nominal system is the (unperturbed) reference one 
to then establish the nominal bounded domain (i.e. a connected open set) qC C⊂0α  where the nominal 
system fulfills the various investigated properties for all ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) 0αCz,z,z,z:z DCBA ∈= and also the 
bounded domain 0αα CC ⊂  where a class of systems (1)-(2), eventually submitted to perturbations, still 
maintain the particular property under investigation kept by the nominal one on 0αC . The class of systems 
(1)-(2), which include the nominal system as particular case, are defined via (3)-(6) for parametrical multi 
perturbations in a set qqqqqDCBA DCBAPPPP:P CCCCC ≡×××⊂×××= ++++ 1111  of the form: 
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                                                                                                                                                         (7) 
where nnA
q P:A~ A ×+ ⊂→ CC 1 , mnBq P:B~ B ×+ ⊂→ CC 1 , npCq P:C~ C ×+ ⊂→ CC 1 and 
mp
D
q P:D~ D ×+ ⊂→ CC 1  with 
  
nn
i :A
~ ×→ CC ( )0Aqi∈ , mni :B~ ×→ CC ( )0Bqi∈ , npi :C~ ×→ CC ( )0Cqi∈ , mpi :D~ ×→ CC ( )0Dqi∈  
                                                                                                                                                          (8) 
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( ) AAn)A( ji nqj,i,:D )A( ji ×∈→ × 0lCC ;  ( ) BBn)B( ji nqj,i,:D )B( ji ×∈→ × 0lCC  
( ) CCp)C( ji nqj,i,:D )C( ji ×∈∀→ × 0lCC ;  ( ) DDp)D( ji nqj,i,:D )D( ji ×∈∀→ × 0lCC  
                                                                                                                                                           (9) 
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( ) AA)A( ji nqj,i,:
)A()A(
ji ×∈∀→ × 0llCCΔ ;  ( ) BB)B( ji nqj,i,:
)B()B(
ji ×∈∀→ × 0llCCΔ  
( ) CC)C( ji nqj,i,:
)C()C(
ji ×∈∀→ × 0llCCΔ ;  ( ) DD)D( ji nqj,i,:
)D()D(
ji ×∈∀→ × 0llCCΔ  
                                                                                                                                                               (10) 
n)A(
)A(
f:E
×→ lCC ; m)B(
)B(
f:E
×→ lCC ; n)C( )C(f:E ×→ lCC ; m)D(
)D(
f:E
×→ lCC       (11) 
 
The parametrical multi perturbations in the dynamic system (1)-(2) are defined by the matrices (7), subject to 
(8)-(11), dependent on the argument ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )DCBA z,z,z,z:z = which takes values in some domain 
αC of qC . The matrices (11) are scaling matrices common to all the output components being independent 
of the various subscripts (i, j). The matrices in (9) are also scaling matrices of the state versus state 
components, state versus input component, output versus state component s and output versus input 
components.  The matrices in (10) are specific parametrical perturbations which become weighted by the 
contribution of the corresponding component of z in αC through the global parametrical perturbations (7)-
(8). Note by direct inspection that if all the perturbation matrices in (10) are zero then, the dynamic system 
(1)-(2) becomes the nominal one. Note also that an extension of the parametrical perturbations consisting of 
considering the scaling matrices Eqs. 11 to be dependent on the indices (i, j) would not become more general 
than that given in view of the whole structure of the multi perturbations (7)-(8). The following matrices are 
defined for each system (1)-(2) (see [1-3], [8-9]): 
 
Definitions 
3.1 The spectral controllability matrix function is defined by:  
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )BBAAnBAC zB~zBzA~zAIs:z,z,sZ +−−= M  
with that of the nominal system being ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )BAnBA0C zBzAIs:z,z,sZ M−= . 
 
3.2 The spectral observability matrix function is defined by: 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )*C*C*A*A*nCAO zC~zCzA~zAIs:z,z,sZ +−−= M  
with that of the nominal system being ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )*C*A*nBAO zCzAIs:z,z,sZ M−=0 . 
 
3.3 The spectral output controllability matrix function is defined by:  
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )DDBBAAnCCCO zD~zDzB~zBzA~zAIszC~zC:z,sZ +++−−+= M  
with that of the nominal system being ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )BAnBA0CO zBzAIs:z,z,sZ M−= . 
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3.4 The system matrix function is defined by : 
( )
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ⎟⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
++
−−−−
=
DDCC
BBAA
n
zD~zDzC~zC
zB~zBzA~zAIs
:z,sS
M
LLLLLLLLLLL
M
 
with that of the nominal system being ( )
( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( ) ⎟⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛ −−
=
DC
BA
n
zDzC
zBzAIs
:z,sS
M
LLLLLLL
M
0 .                    
Note by direct inspection that these matrices depend on the nominal system and the parametrical 
perturbations as follows 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )BABACBAC zB~zA~z,z,sZz,z,sZ M−+= 0                                                      (12) 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )*C*A*CAOCAO zC~zA~z,z,sZz,z,sZ M−+= 0                                          (13) 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( )DBBAAnCBACCOCO zD~zB~zBzA~zAIszC~zB~zA~zCz,sZz,sZ ++−−+−+= MM0  
                                                                                                                                                         (14) 
( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( ) ⎟⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛ −−
+=
DC
BA
n
zD~zC~
zB~zA~Is
z,sS:z,sS
M
LLLLLLL
M
0                                                                 (15) 
Related to Definitions 3.1-3-4 are the following ones: 
 
Definitions 
   3.5  C∈0s  is an input-decoupling zero of (1)-(2) for a given ( ) ( )( ) 2++∈ BA qqBA z,z C  if 
( ) ( )( ) nz,z,sZrank BAC <0 . 
    3.6  C∈0s  is an output-decoupling zero of (1)-(2) for a given ( ) ( )( ) 2++∈ CA qqCA z,z C  if 
( ) ( )( ) nz,z,sZrank CAO <0 . 
    3.7 C∈0s  is an input/output-decoupling zero of (1)-(2) for a given qz C∈ if 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) nz,z,sZrank,z,z,sZrankmax CAOBAC <00 . 
    3.8 C∈0s  is an external input-decoupling zero of (1)-(2) for a given qz C∈ if ( ) pz,sZrank CO <0 . 
    3.9  C∈0s  is an invariant zero of (1)-(2) for a given qz C∈  if ( ) ( )p,mminnz,sSrank +<0 . 
    3.10 C∈0s  is a transmission zero of (1)-(2) for a given qz C∈  if it is an invariant zero which is not an 
input-decoupling or output-decoupling zero; i.e. ( ) ( )p,mminnz,sSrank +<0  and 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) nz,z,sZrankz,z,sZrank CAOBAC == 00 .                                                            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It is well-known that the system (1)-(2) is controllable (respectively, observable) for a certain qz C∈  if it 
has no input- decoupling zero (respectively, no output-decoupling zero). Invariant zeros which are not 
decoupling zeros are transmission zeros in the sense that if C∈0s  is a transmission zero for a certain 
qz C∈  then 0≡y  if ( ) tsu eKtu 0=  for any R∈uK  if 00 =x  (input-output transmission blocking 
property) and  
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )DDBBAn zD~zDB~zBzA~zAIszC~zCz,sGˆ A +++−−+= −1  
 
is the transfer matrix of the system (1)-(2) defined as ( ) ( ) ( )z,suˆ/z,syˆ:z,sGˆ =  for 00 =x . Note that 
decoupling zeros are poles of the system transfer matrix. The transmission zeros are zeros of ( )z,sGˆ  which 
are not poles of (1)-(2), i.e. which are not eigenvalues of ( ) ( )zA~zA + . Note also that if the system is 
controllable and observable all invariant zero, if any, is a transmission zero. Input/output decupling zeros are 
poles cancelled by zeros in the transfer function so that they are not transmission zeros. Finally, note that 
input/output-decoupling zeros are invariant zeros since  
 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) nz,z,sZrank,z,z,sZrankmax CAOBAC <00 ( ) ( )p,mminnz,sSrank +<⇒ 0  
 
However, input-decoupling zeros (respectively, output-decoupling zeros) which are not output-decoupling 
zeros (respectively, input-decoupling zeros) are not invariant zeros since 
 
( ) ( )( ) nz,z,sZrank BAC <0  may imply ( ) mnz,sSrank +=0  for mp >  
( ) ( )( ) nz,z,sZrank CAO <0  may imply ( ) pnz,sSrank +=0  for pm>  
 
The system (1)-(2) is said to be controllable if there is a control vector function on [ ]T,0  such that the state 
takes any prescribed finite value at any finite prescribed time T. It is said to be observable if any bounded 
initial can be computed from measures of the output vector on any finite time interval [ ]T,0 . Those 
properties coincide in the linear-time-invariant case with the respective properties of spectral 
controllability/spectral observability which hold if and only if the spectral controllability/spectral 
observability matrix functions are full rank ( ) αCz,s ×∈∀ C . Thus, spectral controllability/ observability 
properties will be referred to in the following simply as controllability/observability. Definitions 3.5 to 3.10 
combined with Popov- Belevitch- Hautus controllability and observability tests [1] lead to the subsequent 
result which considers bounded sets where the varying parameters belong to defined by 
{ } Aq)A( 1C C×⊂α , { } Bq)B( 1C C×⊂α , { } Cq)C( 1C C×⊂α and { } Dq)D( 1C C×⊂α : 
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Theorem 3.11. The following properties hold: 
  
(i)      The system (1)-(2) is controllable in a bounded domain 2qq)B()A()B,A( BACC:C ++⊂×= Cααα , 
if and only if it has no input-decoupling zero in )B,A(C α , and equivalently, if and only if 
                 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) 3++⊂×∈∀= BA qq)B,A(fBABAC CsImz,z,s,nz,z,sZrank Cα   
 where the  discrete function fs  is defined as
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )AAAf zA~zAC:s +→σα . 
 
(ii) The system (1)-(2) is observable in a bounded domain 
2++⊂×= CA qq)C()A()C,A( CC:C Cααα if and only if it has no output-decoupling zero in )C,A(C α , and 
equivalently, if and only if  
             ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) 3qq)C,A(fCACAO CACsImz,z,s,nz,z,sZrank ++⊂×∈∀= Cα . 
 
(iii) The system (1)-(2) is controllable and observable in  a bounded 
domain 3qqq)C()B()A()C,B,A( CBACCC:C +++⊂××= Cαααα if and only if it has no input-decoupling zero 
in )B()A( CC αα ×  and no output-decoupling zero in )C()A( CC αα × , and equivalently, if and only if 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) nz,z,sZrankz,z,sZrank CAOBAC == ,
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) 3+++⊂×∈∀ CBA qqq)C,B,A(fCBA CsImz,z,z,s Cα . As a  result, The system (1)-(2) is 
controllable and observable in )C,B,A(C α ⇔ ∃¬ a system (1)- (2) with ( )( ) ntxdim <  for some αCz∈  
and transfer matrix 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )DDBBAn zD~zDB~zBzA~zAIszC~zCz,sGˆ A +++⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛−−+= −1   
 
(iv) The system (1)-(2) is output controllable in a bounded domain 
)D()C()B()A( CCCC:C ααααα ×××= if and only if it has no external input-decoupling zero in αC , and 
equivalently, if and only if 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) pz,z,z,z,sZrank DCBACO = , ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) 5qqqqDCBA DCBACz,z,z,z,s ++++⊂×∈∀ CC α .  
If ( ) ( )( ) pzC~zCrank =+ in )C()B()A( CCC ααα ×× then the system (1)-(2) is output controllable if and only if 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) pz,z,z,sZrank CBACO =  
, ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 3+++⊂×××∈∀ CBA qqqCBAfCBA CCCsImz,z,z,s Cααα  
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Proof: (i) The continuous vector function ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )AAAf zA~zAC:s +→σα  exists on ( )AC α  since the 
eigenvalues of the square matrix function ( )( ) ( )( )AzA~zA A +  exist and are bounded continuous functions on 
the bounded domain ( )AC α  . Define the  graph of fs  on its definition domain 
as ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ ∈=
A
ff C:s,:sG αωωω  . Taking Laplace transforms in (1) gives the equivalent 
algebraic linear equation  
 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) 0xz,z,suˆz,z,sxˆz,z,sZ *BA*BA*BAC =−M  
for any bounded initial conditions ( ) ( )( ) 00 xz,z,x BA = .Take a linear state-feedback control of Laplace 
transform ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )BABABA z,z,sxˆz,z,sKz,z,suˆ = for some 
( ) ( ) ( ) nmqqBA KrangeCC:K BA ×⊂→××⊂×× CCCCC αα  is a matrix function of order nm × . 
Combining the above equations, one gets the linear algebraic system: 
 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )BABA*BA*nBAC z,z,xz,z,sxˆz,z,sKIz,z,sZ 0=−M  
 
Since ( ) ( )( ) nz,z,sZrank BAC =  then the generic rank of the square n-matrix function 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( )*BA*nBAC z,z,sKIz,z,sZ −M , considered as a function of the feedback matrix 
( ) ( )( )BA z,z,sK , is n  everywhere in ( )B,AC α×C  so that the above algebraic linear system may be full 
rank at any point of the domain of ( ) ( )( )BA z,z,sK  if its range is (pointwise) chosen appropriately. As a 
result,  
 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( )[ ] nz,z,sKIz,z,sZrank *BA*nBAC <−M  
 ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) 0=+−−−⇔ BABBAAn z,z,sKzB~zBzA~zAIsdet  
 
at arbitrarily fixed complex points ( ) ( )( )BA z,zs  in ( )B,AC α  since any C∈s  may be chosen not to be an 
eigenvalue of the matrix  
 ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( )BABBAA z,z,sKzB~zBzA~zA +++  
 
 everywhere in ( )B,AC α . Since the eigenvalues are arbitrarily assignable by linear state- feedback  the 
system (1)-(2) is controllable if ( ) ( )( ) nz,z,sZrank BAC =  what proves sufficiency. To prove necessity, 
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proceed by contradiction by assuming that  ( ) ( )( ) nz,z,sZrank BAC < . Then, there exists a vector 
nq C∈≠0 for each point in ( )B,AC α  such that : 
( ) ( )( ) 0=BAC* z,z,sZq ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) 0=+=−−⇔ BB*AAn* zB~zBq,zA~zAIsq  
 
i.e. q is a nonzero eigenvector of ( )( ) ( )( )AA zA~zA +  ,with associate eigenvalue qλ , which is orthogonal 
to the matrix ( )( ) ( )( )BB zB~zB + .  Direct calculation with (1)-(2) yields that a state trajectory solution 
satisfies ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )BAqBA z,z,txz,z,tx λ=&  with associate state trajectory solution 
( ) ( )( ) qtez,z,tx qBA λ= irrespective of the control, 0+∈∀ Rt . It is obvious that such a trajectory cannot 
reach any point ( ) ( )( ) qTez,z,Txx qBA λ≠= at any finite arbitrary time 0>T . Thus, the system is not 
controllable in ( )B,AC α which proves necessity. Thus, the system (1)-(2) is controllable for any ( )B,ACz α∈ if 
and only if 
 
      ( ) ( )( ) nz,z,sZrank BAC = , ( ) ( )( ) ( )B,ABA Cz,z,s α×∈∀ C  
     ( ) ( )( ) nz,z,sZrank BAC =⇔ , ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )BfBA CsGz,z,s α×∈∀   
       ( ) ( )( ) nz,z,Zrank BAC =⇔ ω , ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )B,AfBA CsImz,z,s α×∈∀   
since loss of rank in some point of ( )B,AC α×C is only possible for ( )( ) ( )( )( )AA zA~zAs +∈σ  , which is 
( )fsIm , from Popov- Belevitch- Hautus rank controllability test. Equivalently, the system (1)-(2) is 
controllable if and only if it has no input-decoupling zero in ( )B,AC α  from Definition 3.5.  
 
(ii) The proof is similar from the Popov-Belevitch-Hautus observability rank test 
( ) ( )( ) nz,z,sZrank CAO = , ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )CfCA CsGz,z,s α×∈∀ , 
 and , equivalently , ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )C,AfCA CsImz,z,s α×∈∀  , since observability is a dual property to 
controllability through the replacements *AA → , *CB → . 
  
(iii) The first part follows by combining the proofs of Properties (i)-(ii). The second part is now proven. 
Assume that there is at least a transmission zero C∈0s  and 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) 00 =TTT su,sxˆz,sS ⇒ ( ) nz,sSrank <0  for some ( ) ( )( ) ( ) mnTTT ,z,suˆ,z,sxˆ +∈≠ R0000  and 
some αCz∈ since  C∈0s  is neither an input-decoupling or and output decoupling zero of (1)-(2). Since 
( ) ( )( )zA~zAs +∉σ0   
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( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )( )nAAn IzA~zAIsdiagdetz,sSdet M−−= 00  
 
                          
( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) 0
1
0
=
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
++
+−−−
×
−
DDCC
BBAA
nn
zD~zDzC~zC
zB~zBzA~zAIsI
det
M
LLL
M
 
               
⇔ ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) 00 =+++−−+ DDBBAAnCC zD~zDzB~zBzA~zAIsAdjzC~zC  
⇔ ( ) 00 ≡z,syˆ  for some ( ) mz,suˆ R∈≠ 00 and some αCz∈  if 00 =x  and the system possesses the 
input-output transmission blocking property at the transmission zero 0ss =  for some ( )C,B,ACz α∈ . Since 
( ) ( )( )zA~zAs +∉σ0 , ( )z,sGˆ  has no zero-pole cancellation at 0ss =  so that there is no system (1)-(2) 
with state dimension less than n which possess the input-output transmission blocking property for some 
( )C,B,ACz α∈ . 
 
(iv) Its proof is similar to those of (i)-(ii) from the Popov- Belevitch- Hautus output controllability rank test, 
namely, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) pz,z,z,z,sZrank DCBACO = , αCs ×∈∀ C .                               
 
Note that Theorem 3.11 also holds if αC is a closed domain.  In this case, ( )fsG  is closed since there is a 
finite number of eigenvalues of each matrix ( )( ) ( )( )AA zA~zA +  in ( )AC α . As a result, all pairs in the set 
( )fsG  conform a closed set since ( )AC α  is closed. The subsequent results is a direct consequence of 
Theorem 3.11. It is of interest to formulate the various properties for the system (1)-(2) under parametrical 
multi perturbations belonging to a certain  domain  in an easy testable form provided that provided that they 
hold for the nominal system in an easy testable form. Note also that Theorem 3.11 is not directly applicable to 
time-varying parameters but to varying parameterizations within some appropriate domains. 
 
Corollary 3.12. The following properties hold: 
 
   (i)       The system (1)-(2) is controllable in ( )B,AC α  if and only if 
                       ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )B,ABABAC Cz,z,s,z,z,sZˆdet α×∈∀> C0    
                            ( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) 0>×∈⇔ B,ABABAC Cz,z,s:z,z,sZInf ασ C  
where ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )BA*
C
BA
C
BA
C z,z,sZz,z,sZ:z,z,sZˆ = and, equivalently, if and  only if 
                       ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )BfBBC CsGz,s,z,sZˆdet α×∈∀> 0    
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                             ( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) 0>×∈⇔ BfBBAC CsGz,s:z,z,sZInf ασ .  
     (ii)      The system (1)-(2) is observable in αC  if and only if 
                     ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )C,ACACAO Cz,z,s,0z,z,sZˆdet α×∈∀> C    
                              ( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) 0Cz,z,s:z,z,sZInf C,ACACAO >×∈⇔ ασ C  
where ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )CAOCA*OCAO z,z,sZz,z,sZ:z,z,sZˆ = and, equivalently, if and  only if  
                     ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )CfCCAO CsGz,s,z,z,sZˆdet α×∈∀> 0    
                             ( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) 0>×∈⇔ CfCCAO CsGz,s:z,z,sZInf ασ . 
(iii) The system (1)-(2) is controllable and observable in ( )C,B,AC α if and only if 
 
              ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) 0>CAOBAC z,z,sZˆdetz,z,sZˆdet . ( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) 0>⇔ CAOBAC z,z,sZz,z,sZ .σσ  
                 , ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )C,BfCB CsGz,z,s α×∈∀ . 
(iv) The system (1)-(2) is output controllable in αC if and only if ( )z,sZ CO  has no zero  
singular value αCz∈∀  and, equivalently, if and only if ( ) 0>z,sZˆdet CO , ( ) αCz,s ×∈∀ C  , where 
( ) ( ) ( )z,sZz,sZ:z,sZˆ *
COCOCO
= . 
 
Proof: (i) Note that ( ) ( )( )BAC z,z,sZˆ is a (n+m)- square matrix which is normal by construction. Thus, its 
eigenvalues are nonnegative and real being the squares of the singular values of ( ) ( )( )BAC z,z,sZ . 
Consider again the function ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )AAAf zA~zAC:s +→σα  of Theorem 3.11. Thus, the system (1)-(2) 
is controllable from Theorem 3.11(i) if and only if  
 
          ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )B,ABABAC Cz,z,s,nz,z,sZrank α×∈∀= C  
                    ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )BfBBC CsGz,s,nz,sZrank α×∈∀=⇔  
                   ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )B,ABABAC Cz,z,s,nz,z,sZˆrank α×∈∀=⇔ C  
                   ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )B,ABABAC Cz,z,s,0z,z,sZˆdet α×∈∀>⇔ C  
                   ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )BfBBC CsGz,,nz,Zˆrank αωω ×∈∀=⇔  
                   ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )BfBBC CsGz,,0z,Zˆdet αωω ×∈∀>⇔  
                   ( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )B,ABABAC Cz,z,s,z,z,sZ ασ ×∈∀>⇔ C0  
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                   ( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )BfBBC CsGz,,z,Z αωωσ ×∈∀>⇔ 0  
     
what proves Property (i). The proofs of (ii)-(iv) are similar from the parallel properties of Theorem 3.11 and 
are then omitted.                                                                                                              
 
Remark 3.13. Since controllability is lost in αC if and only if ( )( )BC z,sZ is rank defective for some 
( )( ) ( ) ( )BfB CsGz,s α×∈ [Theorem 3.11 (i)], it turns out that controllability in αC  holds if and only if 
( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )BfBBC CsGz,s,z,sZ ασ ×∈∀> 0  and, equivalently, if and only if 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )BfBBC CsGz,s,z,sZˆdet α×∈∀> 0 . As a result, the tests of Corollary 3.12 (i) have 
only to be performed for ( ) ( )( )zA~zAs +∈σ  for each ( ) ( )( ) ( )B,ABA Cz,z α∈ . Similar considerations apply 
to Corollary 3.12 [(ii)-(iv)].                                                                                                                  
 
Theorem 3.11 and Corollary 3.12 are directly extendable to stabilizability and detectability as follows. First, 
define ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) 000 +++ ∩+→ CAAff zA~zAsDom:s σ  of graph 
( ) ( )( ) ( ){ }000 +++ ∈= fff sDom:s,:sG ωωω where 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }000 +++ ∈∈=⊃ Cωω αα fAfA s:C:sDomC  
Note that ( ) ( )ff sGsG ⊂+0  since ( ) ( ) ( )Aff CsDomsDom α≡⊂+0 and there is a natural projection 
function ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )fffff sImsImsImpDom:p ⊂→≡ +++ 000 .  
 
Corollary 3. 14. 
(i) The system (1)-(2) is stabilizable in a bounded domain αC if and only any of the following equivalent   
properties hold:  
      (i.1)   All the input-decoupling zeros in )B,A(C α , if any, have negative real parts 
      (i.2) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )B,A0fBABAC CsImz,z,s,nz,z,sZrank α×∈∀= +  
      (i.3) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )B,A0BABAC Cz,z,s,nz,z,sZrank α×∈∀= +C  
     (i.4) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )B0fBBC CsGz,s,0z,sZˆdet α×∈∀> +    
     (i.5) ( )( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )B0fBBC CsGz,s,0z,sGZ ασ ×∈∀> +  
 
(ii) The system (1)-(2) is detectable in αC  if and only any of the following equivalent    
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       properties hold:  
       (ii.1) All the output-decoupling zeros in )C,A(C α , if any, have negative real parts 
       (ii.2) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )C,A0CACAO Cz,z,s,nz,z,sZrank α×∈∀= +C . 
      (ii.3) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )C,A0fCACAO CsImz,z,s,nz,z,sZrank α×∈∀= + . 
      (ii.4) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )C0fCCO CsGz,s,0z,sZˆdet α×∈∀> +    
     (ii.5) ( )( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )C0fCCC CsGz,s,0z,sGZ ασ ×∈∀> +                                           
 
Remarks 3.15. The system (1)-(2) is said to be stabilizable if there is no input-decoupling zero in +0C . If 
the system (1)-(2) is stabilizable then there exists some state-feedback control law UX:u →×+0R such that 
the system (1)-(2) is globally asymptotically Lyapunov´s stable under such a law. The system (1)-(2) is said 
to be detectable if there is no output-decoupling zero in 0+C . From Theorem 3.12 and Corollaries 3.12 and 
3.14, it turns out that if the system (1)-(2) is controllable (respectively, observable) in αC  then it is 
stabilizable (respectively, detectable) in αC .  Also, if the unforced system (1)-(2) is globally asymptotically 
stable in the Lyapunov´s sense on αC  (i.e. the matrix ( )( ) ( )( )AA zA~zA +  has all its eigenvalues with 
negative real parts for all ( ) ( )AA Cz α∈   then it is also stabilizable (even if it is not controllable) and 
detectable (even if it is not observable) since the spectral controllability, respectively,  observability matrices 
are jointly full rank on ( )B,A0 C α×+C , respectively,  ( )B,A0 C α×+C .                                 
 
 
Remarks 3.16. Note that the conditions implying the corresponding determinants or minimum singular 
values to be positive to guarantee each of the controllability, stabilizability, observability and detectability  
properties in Theorem 3.11 and Corollaries 3.13 and 3.14 is sufficient in a bounded domain. However, the 
boundedness of determinants and maximum singular values is also needed to guarantee each property in an 
unbounded domain. 
 
4. Maintenance of the properties from those of the nominal system 
In this section, attention is paid to the normal matrix ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )BA*CBACBAC z,z,sZz,z,sZz,z,sZˆ =  
to obtain conditions for maintaining or loosing controllability under parametrical multi perturbations of a 
certain size provided  that the nominal system is controllable. In the analysis, it is taken advantage of the fact 
that such a matrix is square and nonsingular if the system  is controllable. Furthermore, if the matrix  
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )BBAA zB~zBzA~zA ++ M  is Hermitian, so that ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )BBAAn zB~zBzA~zAIs ++− M  is 
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also Hermitian, then the eventual loss of rank of ( ) ( )( )BAC z,z,sZˆ  for some ( ) ( )( )BA z,z  only occurs for 
C∈s  being some singular value of   ( ) ( )( )BAC z,z,sZ , i.e. for some  eigenvalue of ( )( ) ( )( )AA zA~zA + . In 
the general case, the loss of rank can occur also for eigenvalues of ( )( ) ( )( )A*A* zA~zA + . A close 
discussion is directly applicable to stabilizability and direct extensions, by modifying accordingly the 
matrices, are also applicable to observability, detectability and output controllability. Using (12), 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )BA0CBAC z,z,sZˆz,z,sZˆ =     
  ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( )( ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )( *BABA1BA* 0CBA0Cn zB~zA~zB~zA~z,z,sZz,z,sZI MM −−+× −  
     ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) )BA*CBA*BABAC z,z,sZzB~zA~zB~zA~z,z,sZ 00 MM −+−+       (16) 
 
provided that ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )BA*CBACBAC z,z,sZ.z,z,sZ:z,z,sZˆ 000 =  is nonsingular, i.e. its 
minimum  singular value is positive , that is, there is no zero-input decoupling zero of ( ) ( )( )BAC z,z,sZ 0 . 
Expanding the first identity of (7), one gets: 
 
( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )BAnBnABA IzIzzB~zA~ ΔMM −=−                                                                         (17) 
 
with 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )A**A jq*Aj*Ajnj A jqAjAjBA E...D...DDdiagdiag: AA A ΔΔΔΔ MMMMMM 101 10⎜⎜⎝⎛= ∑=  
                         ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
∑
=
B
*
*B
jq
*B
j
*B
j
n
j
B
jq
B
j
B
j E...D...DDdiag B
B
B
ΔΔΔ MMMMMMM 10
1
10          (18)   
Eq. 16 may be rewritten under (17)-(18) as 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )BACBAC z,z,sZˆz,z,sZˆ 0= ( ) ( )( )( 10 −+ BACn z,z,sZˆI  
                            ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )BA*CBA*nBnA*BABAC z,z,sZIzIzz,z,sZ 00 ΔΔ +⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −× M      
                           ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ⎟⎠⎞−−+ *nBnABABAnBnA IzIzIzIz * MM ΔΔ                         (19)  
A direct result follows: 
 
Theorem 4.1. The following properties hold: 
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 (i) Assume that the nominal system (1)-(2) is controllable in a bounded domain 20
++⊂ BA qqCC C . Then, 
there exist parametrical multi perturbations ( )( ) ( )( )( )BA zB~zA~ M−  satisfying (17)-(18), defined by maps 
( )mnn
BACC PPCC
+×⊂×→⊂ C0  such that the perturbed systems (1)-(2) are also controllable, and 
equivalently they have no input-decoupling zeros in C , within each given bounded domain 0CC CC ⊂ . 
All those multi perturbations are subject to a computable norm upper-bound depending on CC . 
 (ii) Assume that there is some nonzero vector 
2n
Qv C∈  which is some linear combination of the columns 
of the matrix 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⊗⊗−= ∑ ∑∑ ∑
= == =
B BA A q
i
n
j
*B)B(
ji
)B(
i
q
i
n
j
*A)A(
ji
)A(
i
BA EDzEDz:z,zQ
0 10 1
M  
for some given 0CC CC ⊂ . Then, there is a parametrical multi perturbation within the class (7) which 
violates the norm upper-bound referred to in Property (i) such that the system is uncontrollable in CC . 
 (iii) Assume that the nominal system (1)-(2) is controllable in 2qq0C BAC
++≡C and that the scaling 
matrices ( )AE and ( )BE are both full rank. Then, there exist parametrical multi perturbations 
( )( ) ( )( )( )BA zB~zA~ M−  satisfying (17)-(18), defined by maps ( )mnnBA2qq PPBA +×++ ⊂×→ CC  such 
that the perturbed systems (1)-(2) is not controllable in 2qq BA ++C . 
(iv) Properties (i) and (iii) also hold “mutatis-mutandis” for stabilizability with the modification that the 
perturbed system is stabilizable in Property (i) if and only if it has no input-decoupling zeros in 0+C  . 
 (v) Properties (i) -(iii) also hold for observability by replacing 2qq2qq CABA ++++ →CC ,  
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ⎟⎟⎠⎞⎜⎜⎝⎛ ⊗⊗−=→ ∑ ∑∑ ∑ = == = C CA A
q
0i
n
1j
B*)C(
ji
)C(
i
q
0i
n
1j
A*)A(
ji
*)A(
i
BA´BA EDzEDz:z,zQz,zQ M  
( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )*C*ABA zC~zA~zB~zA~ MM −→−  and the modification that the perturbed system is 
observable in Property (i) if and only if it has no output-decoupling zeros in C . Properties (i) and (iii) also 
hold “mutatis-mutandis” for detectability with the changes 2qq2qq CABA ++++ →CC , 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )BA´BA z,zQz,zQ → , ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )*C*ABA zC~zA~zB~zA~ MM −→−  and 0+→CC  in Property 
(i). 
Proof: (i) Since the nominal system (1)-(2) is controllable in 0CC , 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( )0CBA2BA0C0C Cz,z,s:z,z,sZˆsup0 ∈∈≤< Cε  
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       ( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) ∞<≤∈∈= ∞ 0CFr0CBA0BA0Cmax Cz,z,Cs:z,z,sZˆsup δλ        (2O) 
 
where ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )BA* 0CBA0CBA0C z,z,sZz,z,sZ:z,z,sZˆ =  and ∞C  is a circumference of 
closure (i.e. a circle) of infinity radius in the complex plane centered at the origin. Inequalities (20) hold since 
the maximum eigenvalue is bounded positive real and equalizes the 2l -norm because 
( ) ( )( )BA0C z,z,sZˆ  
is (at least) positive semidefinite in 0CC×C  and since the maximum  eigenvalue, as being a continuous 
function on its definition domain 0CC×C ,  reaches its maximum on the boundary of such a domain. 
Equation (20) implies that 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ∞<≤⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ ∈∪∈≤< −∞+∞−−− 10CFr0CBA2BA10C10C Cz,z,CCs:z,z,sZˆsup0 εδ         
where ( ) { }RiC ∈=∪= ∞+∞− ωω :sC\C  , with ( ){ }+∞∞+ ∩∈= 0Cs:C C , is a semi circumference of 
infinity radius centered at the origin of the complex plane. Since ( ) ( )( )BA10C z,z,sZˆ −  is a strictly proper 
rational matrix function in s, ( ) ( )( ) 0CBA Cz,z ∈∀ , the above supremum on ∞+∞− ∪∈ CCs  equalizes 
the supremum on the imaginary axis of the complex plane. Then, the  above constraint becomes identical to  
 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ∞<≤⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ ∈∈≤< −−− 10CFr0CBA2BA10C10C Cz,z,:z,z,Zˆsup0 εωωδ Ri          (21) 
This follows for the maximum modulus principle by calculating the maximum of an analytical function on the 
boundary of 0CCC ×∞  which is { } Fr0CC:i ×∈Rωω . Since the nominal system (1)-(2) is controllable in 
0CC ,so that
( ) ( )( )BAC z,z,sZˆ 0  is positive definite in 0CC×C , then ( ) ( )( )BAC z,z,sZˆ  is positive definite 
in 0CC CC ×⊂× CC  from (19)-(21) with the domain CC  defined such that  ( )δδδε +> − 010 21 CC  
and ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) δΔ <∈− CBABAnBnA Cz,z:IzIzsup 2M for each 0CC CC ⊂ from Banach´s 
Perturbation Lemma, [40]. Thus, CC  exists defined by 
( )( )BADom Δ∪  of all the parametrical multi 
perturbations ( ) ( )mnnBABA P +×∩∈ 2CΔΔ with:  
  
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ){ 2BAnBnAmnn2BABABA IzIzsup:Dom::P ΔΔΔΔ M−→= +×C  
                           ( ) ( )( )( ) }0C0C2 0CCBA :Cz,z: δεδδ −+=<∈  
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where BAPΔ  depends on CC  and is formed by all the parametrical perturbations 
( )
BA
BA PΔΔ ∈ which 
satisfy: 
 
 ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( )cBA22B22A2BABA Czz:zzsup/: ∈+<= MδΔΔσ  
 
Thus, the system is controllable within prefixed bounded open domain 0CC CC ⊂ for all parametrical multi 
perturbations in the set: 
 
( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ){ }BABACBABAnBnABABA P,Cz,z:IzIzzB~zA~:PP ΔΔΔ ∈∈≡=× MM  
 
(ii) Parametrical perturbations ( )( ) ( )( )( )BA zB~zA~ M   with the structure 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ∑∑
==
)B(n
1j
)B(
j0
)B(
j0
)A(n
1j
)A(
j0
)A(
j0 EDED
AA ΔΔ M  lie in BA PP ×  from (7). Note that the linear 
algebraic equation ( ) ( )( ) QQBA vxz,zQ =  has at least a solution for Qv  being of the given form and 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( )TBBATAAAT nqj,i:Dvec,nqj,i:Dvec: jiji ×∈×∈= 00Q x  
Direct calculations in (19) yield that ( ) ( )( ) 0z,z,sZˆdet BAC = , since 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )( ) nzB~zA~z,z,sZrankz,z,sZrank BABA0CBAC <−+= M  for some 
( )( ) C)A()A( Cz,z,s ×∈C  since there exists a nonzero Qv  such that  
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) 0x
Q0
=⊗+⊗ Q*BAnBAC vz,zQIz,z,sZ   
and the proof of Property (ii) is complete. 
 
(iii) Since the nominal system is controllable, ( ) ( )( ) ∞<≤≤< 2BA0C1 z,z,sZˆdet0 εε  so that 
( ) ( )( ) ∞<≤≤< −− 1
1
BA
0C
1
2
z,z,sZˆdet0 εε , ( ) ( )( ) 2qqBA BAz,z,s ++×∈∀ CC . Then, from (19), 
it follows that: 
 
1.  There are infinitely many parametrical multi perturbations ( )( ) ( )( )( )BA zB~zA~ M− , defined by a map 
( )mnn
BA
2qq PP:d BA +×++ ⊂×→ CC  satisfying (17)-(18)  and fulfilling that 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) nIzIzrank BAnBnA =− ΔM . Note that such parametrical perturbations always exist from (17)-
(18) since ( )AE and ( )BE are full rank. 
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2. There exist continuous functions CC →××++ BA2qq1 PP:g BA and 
0BA
2qq
2 PP:g BA +++ →×× CC  from (19) satisfying: 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛= iBABABAi O,z,zg ΔΔ for i =1, 2 ;  ( ) ( )( ) 2qqBA BAz,z ++∈∀ C   
( ) ( ) ( )( ) 0z,zg BABA2 >Δ  if  ( ) ( )( ) 0z,z BA ≠ . 
Then, 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )11331BAC otrace1z,z,sZˆdet 112 −− ++≥ − εεεεε  
     ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) ∞→−× BA1BA2BABA z,zgz,zgz,zz,z  
for some R∈3ε  as ( ) ( )( ) ∞→∋++ BA2qq z,zBAC (the infinity point in 2qq BA ++C ) and then the 
perturbed system (1)-(2) is not controllable (see Remark 3.16) what is a contradiction. The proof of Property 
(iii) is complete.       
 
(iv)-(v) Their proofs are similar to those of properties (i)-(iii) with the given modifications and the 
replacements ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )CAOOCAOC z,z,sZˆz,z,sZˆ → , ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )CAOCAC z,z,sZˆz,z,sZˆ → .  
 
Remarks 4.2.  The extension of Theorem 4.1 to output controllability is immediate by invoking Definition 
3.3 and Theorem 3.11 (iv). Also, note that if the state-space realization of the nominal system (1)-(2) is 
minimal in a certain domain, then Theorem 4.1 provides testable conditions to guarantee that the realization is 
maintained minimal for a set of parametrical perturbations (17)-(18) in a certain domain included in the above 
one if controllability and observability hold jointly in such a domain.                                 
 
 
Remarks 4.3.  The various properties might also be investigated by the nominal system defined at some 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) qD0C0B0A00 z,z,z,zz C∈=  where the corresponding property holds. For this purpose, the  
replacements below are used to apply Theorem 4.1: 
 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )A0AAAA zAzAzA~:zA~zA~ −+=→ , ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )B0BBBB zBzBzB~:zB~zB~ −+=→  
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )C0CCCC zCzCzC~:zC~zC~ −+=→ , ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )D0DDDD zDzDzD~:zD~zD~ −+=→  
by redefining the parametrical perturbations in certain domains of qC  containing z and 0z  and 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )DCBA z,z,z,zz=  as ( )( )AzA~ , ( )( )BzB~ , ( )( )CzC~  and  ( )( )DzD~ .   Then, domains 
where the studied property is kept from the nominal system may be obtained in this way.                  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Remark 4.4.  If the system (1)-(2) is parameterized by real or complex Hermitian  matrices then (21) may be 
simplified to the use of ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ ∈∈ +− Fr0CBA02BA10C Cz,z,:z,z,Zˆsup Ri ωω  from  
symmetry considerations. 
 Observability/Detectability can be investigated by replacing ( ) ( )( )BA0C z,z,Zˆ ωi  with 
( ) ( )( )CA0O z,z,Zˆ ωi  . In the common case that 0D=  in (2), i.e. there is no input-output interconnection 
gain the formula (21) may be reformulated in a simplified way by taking into account that  
 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ ∈∈ ∞−− Fr0CBA2BA10C Cz,z,Cs:z,z,sZˆsup  
       ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ ∈∈= − Fr0CBA2BA10C Cz,z,:z,z,Zˆsup Ri ωω  
were ( ) { }{ }RiC ∈=∪∩∈= +∞∞+ ωω :sCs:C  and ( ) { }RiC ∈=∪= ∞+∞− ωω :sC\C  are 
semi circumferences of infinity radius since ( ) ( )( )BA10C z,z,sZˆ −  is a strictly proper rational matrix function 
in s , ( ) ( )( ) 0CBA Cz,z ∈∀ . The above identity follows for the maximum modulus principle. If ,  
furthermore,  the system (1)-(2) is parameterized by real or complex Hermitian  matrices then the above 
formulas equalize to ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ ∈∈= +− Fr0CBA02BA10C Cz,z,:z,z,Zˆsup Ri ωω  by symmetry 
considerations. 
 
5. Application to time-delay systems with point internal and external delays  
Now, consider the following extension of the dynamic system (1)-(2) including delays: 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )tuzB~zBt,zxzA~zAt,zx BBAA +++=&                                   
( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )∑ ∑η
=
κ
=
−++−++
1 1j
´
j
dB
j
dB
j
j
j
dA
j
dA
j ht,zuzB
~zBht,zxzA~zA
    
                                                                                                                                          (22)            
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )tuzD~zDt,zxzC~zCt,zy CDCC +++=                           (23) 
 
fully described by (1)-(2), subject to parametrical multi perturbations (17)-(18), η  internal (i.e. in the state) 
pair-wise distinct point delays [ ) 0jj h,0h +⊂∈ R , η∈∀ j  and κ  external (i.e. in the input) pair-
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wise distinct point delays 00 +⊂⎟⎠
⎞⎢⎣
⎡∈ R´h,h j´j , κ∈∀ j . The intervals ( )[ ).h,0  and ( ) ⎟⎠⎞⎢⎣⎡ ´h, .0  are 
the admissibility domains of the corresponding internal and external delays, respectively. The external delays 
could be considered to act on the output instead of on the input with no loss in generality. The initial 
conditions are defined by any bounded piecewise absolutely continuous vector function with eventual 
isolated discontinuities [ ] n0,h: C→−φ  where ( )j
j1
hMax:h η≤≤= . If 
( ) ( )U,CPu 0q +×∈ RC0  then a 
unique solution exists on +R  for each given [ ] n0,h: C→−φ , [8], [10], [12]. To set an appropriate 
framework related to that of the preceding sections, consider qˆ - tuples z and ϕzˆ in qˆC with 
dBdADCBAdBdA qq4qqqqqqq:qˆ ++++++=++= :  
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )dBdADCBA z,z,z,z,z,z:z =  ;   ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )dBdADCBA ´´zˆ,zˆ,z,z,z,z:zˆ ϕϕϕ = ρρρ           (24) 
where 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛=
ηη ϕηϕϕϕηϕϕϕ ρρρρρρ pppppp LLL
dA
q
dA
q
dA
q
dAdAdAdA
dAdAdA
z,,z,z,,z,,z,z:zˆ
2121 2112111ρ
 
                                                                                                                                                         (25) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛= ´´z,,´´z,´z,,´´z,,´´z,´z:zˆ dBqdBq´dBqdBdB´dAdB dBdBdB κκ ϕκϕϕϕκϕϕϕ ρρρρρρ pppppp LLL 2121 2112111´´ρ  
                                                                                                                                                          (26) 
and qˆ - tuples being complex vector functions from  qˆCC × to qˆC  
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )sz,sz,z,z,z,z:sz dBdADCBA h´h´hh =                                                                 (27) 
where ( )ηh,...,h,h: 21=h  and ( )´´´´ h,...,h,h: κ21=h  are tuples formed with the sets of   internal and 
external delays, respectively, and 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛= −−−−−− shdAqshdAqshdAqshdAshdAshdAdA ez,,ez,ez,,ez,,ez,ez:sz dAdAdA ηη LLL 2121 111h      
                                                                                                                                                             (28) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛= −−−−−− s
´hdB
q
s´hdB
q
s´hdB
q
s´hdBs´hdBs´hdAdB ez,,ez,ez,,ez,,ez,ez:sz
dBdBdB
κκ LLL 2112111´h
 
                                                                                                                                                              (29) 
[ )π∈ϕϕ∀ 20 ,´,j l , +∈ρρ∀ R´,j l , ( )κ∈η∈ l,j  where ( )θθγγ θ sinicos: +=p  is a 
circumference of radius γ  centered at zero in the complex plane. The dynamic system (22)-(23) may be 
equivalently described through an algebraic linear system by taking Laplace transforms with zero initial 
conditions as follows:  
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( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )s,zxˆezA~zAzA~zAIs
j
shdA
j
dA
j
AA
n
j ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +−+− ∑
=
−η
1
   
            ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) 0
1
=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
+−+− ∑
=
−
suˆ
´
ezA~zAzB~zB
j
sjhdA
j
dA
j
BB κ       (30)            
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )suˆzD~zDs,zxˆzC~zCs,zyˆ CDCC +++=                       (31) 
 
Note by direct inspection that there exist surjective mapping of the set of  tuples (28) to the set of tuples (26) 
and from the set of tuples (29) to the set of tuples (27) by considering them as functions from C  to 
[ ) [ ) [ )πηη 2000 021 ,h,...h, ××××× +RR  and to [ ) [ ) [ )πκη 2000 021 ,h,...h, ××××× +RR , respectively, by associating 
ω=ϕ=ρ→ω+σ= σ− kkhk h,eis k ; η∈∀k  and  ωϕρωσ σ ´k
´h
k k
k h,e´is ==→+= − ; κ∈∀k , 
respectively. However, those mappings are not one-to-one, in general, for all the admissible sets of delays, 
since the inverse maps: 
 
 [ ) [ ) [ ) CRRR →⊂××××× ++ 2021 2000 ηηη π,h,...h, and [ ) CRRR´´ →⊂×××⎟⎠⎞⎢⎣⎡××⎟⎠⎞⎢⎣⎡ ++ 2021 2000 κκκ π,h,h, L  
 
do not have the same definition domain as the respective ranges of the original mappings. The first inverse 
mapping only exists if and only if  
k
k
h
ln ρ  are identical and real , η∈∀k and also if 
k
k
h
ϕ  are identical, real 
and belong to [ )π20 , , η∈∀k . The second inverse mapping only exists if and only if R∈= K´h
´ln
k
k
ρ
, 
[ )πϕ 20 ,K´h
´
k
k ∈= ´ , κ∈∀k . The simultaneous existence of both inverse mappings require the fulfillment 
of joint constraints: 
 
R∈== K´h
´ln
h
ln
k
k
j
j ρρ , [ )πϕϕ 20 ,K´h
´
h
k
k
j
j ∈== ´ ; η∈∀j  , κ∈∀k                               (32) 
 
Remark 5.1. The properties of controllability, observability, stabilizability and detectability of the system 
(30)-(31) in a domain may be directly tested by extending directly Theorem 3.11, Corollaries 3.12 and 3.14 
and Theorem 4.1 under the subsequent guidelines. It turns out that if the constraints (32) are not invoked, 
only sufficient conditions may be obtained by extending the results of the preceding sections for each tested 
property by considering the tuples (24)-(26) in the tests. If, in addition, the constraints (32), associated with 
(27)-(29), are required for given sets of internal and external delays then necessary and sufficient conditions 
may be obtained by extending such tests from the delay-free case. If the tests fail only for certain sets of qˆ - 
tuples (24)-(26) in some given domain, which do not fulfill (32) for given sets of delays, then the system 
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fulfills the tested property for that set of delays. The property is also lost for the sets of delays which do not 
fulfill the test for the tuples (24)-(26) which have a solution under the constraints (32). If the test does not fail 
for any tuple (24)–(26) in some domain then the system fulfills the tested property independent of the delays 
in such a domain.  In summary, replace qˆq→ , ( ) ( )( )dA)A(A zˆ,zz ϕρ→ , ( ) ( )( )dB ´´)B(B zˆ,zz ϕρ→  and 
extend Definitions 3.1-3.4 to the system (30)-(31) to then generalize the various results in  Theorem 3.11, 
Corollaries 3.12 and 3.14 and Theorem 4.1 to the system (30) –(31) subject to delays. Then,  
 
1. If any investigated  property (namely, controllability, observability, stabilizability or detectability)  
holds for all z (defined in (24)) in a domain then the property holds within such a domain independent of the 
delays,  i.e. for all sets of η  internal delays and κ  external delays ranging from zero to infinity. 
2. Assume that two sets of internal and external delays are given and assume also that the investigated 
property holds for all z except at isolated points in a certain domain. Then, if some of the constraints (32) fails 
for the given sets of delays for all those all points in the domain then the system possesses the investigated 
property for the given sets of delays. If no sets of delays are specified, then the investigated property except 
holds for all delays in the admissibility domain except for those where some of the joint constraints (32) fails.   
3. If the investigated property fails at some z only for sets of delays which fulfill (32) then the system 
maintains such a property for all delays in their admissibility domains except for those which fulfill (32).  
 
The following technical result is useful for testing the controllability of the time-delay nominal system. The 
perturbed system is guaranteed to maintain controllability if the nominal one is controllable by incorporating 
extended sufficiency-type conditions from “ad –hoc” extended versions of Theorem 3.11, Corollaries 3.12 
and 3.14 and Theorem 4.1 (see Remark 5.1). For the remaining properties of observability, stabilizability and 
detectability, the result is extendable “mutatis-mutandis” with the corresponding changes.  
 
Theorem 5.2 Assume that ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) CqˆdBdABAd,B,A CCCC:C C⊂×××= 00000 ααααα  is bounded where 
2++++= dBdABAC qqqq:qˆ . Then, the following properties hold: 
 (i) The nominal system with delays (22)-(23) is controllable independent of the delays on ( )d,B,AC 0α if  
( )( ) 00 >≥ δσ z,ˆZˆdet C , ( ) [ ) ( )B,AC,z,ˆ 011 20 ακηκη πσ ××∈∀ ++++R  
 where  
( ) [ ) 11´´2´121´´2´121 2,0,...,,,,...,,,,...,,,...,,,:ˆ ++++ ×∈= κηκηκηκη πϕϕϕϕϕϕωρρρρρρσσ R  
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which satisfies all the constraints ´
j
´
j
i
i
h
ln
h
ln ρρσ −=−= , ´
j
´
j
i
i
h
cosarc
h
cosarc ϕϕω == , 
( ) kj,i ×∈∀ η  for any two sets of distinct nonnegative real numbers { }ηh,...,h,h 21 , 
{ }´´´ h,...,h,h κ21 . 
 (ii) The nominal system with delays (22)-(23) is controllable on ( )d,B,AC 0α  for a set of η  positive distinct 
internal delays { }ηh,...,h,h 21  and a set of κ  positive distinct external delays { }´´´ h,...,h,h κ21  
provided that  
( )( ) 0z,ˆZˆdet 0C >≥ δσ , ( ) [ ) ( )d,B,AC,z,ˆ 011 20 ακηκη πσ ××∈∀ ++++R  
where  
( ) [ ) 11´´2´121´´2´121 2,0,...,,,,...,,,,...,,,...,,,:ˆ ++++ ×∈= κηκηκηκη πϕϕϕϕϕϕωρρρρρρσσ R  
satisfies ´
j
´
j
i
i
h
ln
h
ln ρρσ −=−= , ´
j
´
j
i
i
h
cosarc
h
cosarc ϕϕω == , ( ) kj,i ×∈∀ η . 
(iii) Finite covers of ( )d,B,AC 0α can be constructed such that sufficient-type  conditions of controllability of 
Properties (i)-(ii) of the nominal system (22)-(23) on ( )B,AC 0α  may be constructed involving  a finite numbers 
of  computations. 
 
 Proof: (i)-(ii). The proofs of (i)-(ii) follow directly from the structure of the delay system (22)-(23) and 
Remark 5.1  
(iii) It is organized in a very technical way. Note that the matrix function ( ) ( )( )BA0C z,z,sZˆ  is Hermitian 
(and thus normal) by construction even if the various matrix functions defining the system (1)-(2) are not 
Hermitian. Assume that RC  is a bounded open or closed circle of finite radius R centred at the origin of C  
and that 2RR  is a circle of the same radius centred at the origin of  
2R which is open if RC  and closed if 
RC  is closed . Then, there is a natural mapping from 
( )B,A
R CC 0α×  to ( )d,B,AR CR 02 α×  associating each 
matrix ( ) ( )( )BA0C z,z,sZˆ  in ( )d,B,AC 0α×C  to a matrix ( ) ( )( )BA0C z,z,,Zˆ ωσ  in ( )d,B,AR CR 02 α×  
where sRe=σ  and ( )sIm=ω . Both matrices have the same spectrum which consists of a set of 
( )mn +≤υ  real vector functions ( ) ( )υλ α ∈→× + iCR: d,B,ARi 002 R  of multiplicities ( )υυ ∈ii  
which satisfy mn
1i
i +=∑=
υ υ . The numbers  ( )υλ ∈ii , υ , ( )υυ ∈ii  depend on each tuple in 
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( )B,A
R C 0α×C , equivalently, on each tuple in ( )d,B,AR CR 0α× . If each element of the spectrum ( )υλ ∈ii   
of multiplicity ( )υυ ∈ii  is considered as iυ  identical elements, then there is a bijective mapping from a 
continuous vector function ( ) ( )mnd,B,AR CC: ++→× 00 Rλ C α  to another one ( ) ( )mnd,B,AR CR: ++→× 002 Rλ 2R α . 
Since the images are identical, it is not made distinction between  Cλ  and 2Rλ  by using simply the 
notation λ  for both vector functions in their definition domains. It is obvious that controllability of the 
nominal system (1)-(2) over ( )d,B,AC 0α holds if and only if ( ) ( )mnd,B,AR CR: ++→× Rλ 02 α  . Now, if  
( )d,B,AC 0α  is simply connected, closed and bounded, then can be covered by a finite cover from Heine-Borel 
covering theorem. First, assume that  ( )d,B,AC 0α  is connected, closed and bounded and 2RR is closed then a 
finite cover ( )d,B,AoC 0α  exists for ( )d,B,AR CR 02 α× , since ( )d,B,AR CR 02 α×  is bounded and closed. 
( )d,B,AoC 0α  is the union of finite covers for each of its L connected components ( )d,B,AR CR 02 α×  ( )L∈l  
with ∞<L since ( )d,B,AC 0α  is bounded, Then, ( ) ( ) ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛= ×=
d,B,A
R
Ld,B,A CRoC ll
U 0210 αα . Subsequently, 
assume that ( )d,B,AC 0α  is not closed (for instance, open or semi-open) with identical remaining hypotheses as 
above. Then, there is an open bounded set ( ) ⊃d,B,AooC 0α  ( ) ( ) ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
= ×=×
d,B,A
R
Ld,B,A
R CRCR ll
U 0210
2 αα  . 
Thus, a denumerable cover exists for ( )d,B,AoC 0α  from Lindelο&& ff covering theorem but it still exists a 
finite cover ( )d,B,AoC 0α  of ( )B,AR CR 02 α×  satisfying the set inclusion chain:  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
=⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
= ×=⊃×=
d,B,A
R
Ld,B,Ad,B,A
R
Ld,B,A CRcoCcCRoC llll
lUlU 0
2
1000
2
10 αααα  
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )d,B,ARd,B,ARLd,B,Ad,B,ARL CRCRoCCRc 0202100
2
1 αααα ×=×⊃⊃××= ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
=⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
= llll UlU
  
 
from Heine- Borel covering theorem for ( )d,B,AooCc 0αl ( which is bounded and closed) where  
( ) ( )d,B,Ad,B,A CC ll 000 αα ⊃  ( )L∈l  is a finite collection of open bounded sets. As a result, a finite cover 
( )d,B,AoC 0α  of ( )B,AR CR 02 α×  always exists if ( )d,B,AC 0α  is bounded and connected. The finite cover : 
( )( ) U
BqAqj,jLji
i,,...i
B,A
q
Hˆ:CHˆ +∈∈ += 210α   
for some prefixed small  real +∈R0ε  is a finite union of disjoint hyper-rectangles defined by   
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( ) ( ){ ( ) ( )( )U ωσα ωσωσ LLk,j kj:d,B,ARi,,...i zH,CRz,,:Hˆ q ×∈∈×∈=+ 0221  
( )
⎭⎬
⎫+∈∀++−<<+−= ∑ ∑
−
= =+
1i
1
BA0
i
1
BAjBAqq21
j j
BA
qqj,RzR,z,...,z,zz
l l
ll εεε  
jj Li ∈∀ , BA qqj +∈∀  where BAR  is bounded positive large real number, where 
 
( ) ( ) ( ){ d,B,ARkj CRz,,:zH 02 αωσ ×∈=  
⎪⎭
⎪⎬⎫++−<<+−++−<<+− ∑ ∑ ∑∑
−
=
−
= ==
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
j k k
RR
j
RR: RR,RR
l l l
ll
l
ll εεωεεεσε ωωσσ  
( )d,B,ACz 0α∈∀ , σLj∈∀ , ωLk∈∀  . Then, ( )( )U ωσ LLk,j kj zH×∈  is a finite cover composed of open 
rectangles over a large open square in 2R  for each z in ( )d,B,AC 0α . It is quite obvious that, since any 
characteristic zeros of the nominal system (1)-(2) are at a finite distance from the origin if the characteristic 
equation has a principal term and the characteristic quasi-polynomial is monic in the Laplace argument s then 
the stability may be tested for any z over the union of ( )zH kj , for ∞<∈ σLj  and over ( )( )d,B,ACHˆ 0α  for 
any parameterization in ( )d,B,AC 0α . If the nominal system is controllable then the open rectangles ( )zH kj  
for any ( ) ( )( ) ( )d,B,ABA Cz,zz 0α∈=  are constructed as follows. Define: 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( )BAOCBA z,z,,Zˆdet:z,z,,f ωσωσ =0  
Since the above function is analytic everywhere in its definition domain then for given strictly increasing real 
sequences { }∞0iσ ,{ }∞0iω ,{ }∞0ijz  ( )BA qqj +∈  and for any real numbers ( )1ii , +∈ σσσ , 
( )1ii , +∈ ωωω , ( )1i,jijj z,zz +∈ , BA qqj +∈∀  being the components of ( ) ( )( )BA z,zz = : 
  
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )BAii´0iiBiAii0iBA0 z,z,,fz,z,,fz,z,,f ωσσσωσωσ σ−−≥
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) 0z,z,,fzzz,z,,f iBqAq
1j
BA´
jz0ijj
BA
ii
´
0i >≥−−−− ∑
+
=
δωσωσωω ω  
provided that  the above strictly increasing sequences are chosen subject to 
( ) ( )d,B,ARi,BqAqiii CRz,...,z,, 021 αωσ ×∈+  
ii1ii εσσσ +<< + , ii1ii εωωω +<< + , iij1i,jij zzz ε+<< + , BA qqj +∈∀  
for any real iε fulfilling ( ) iBA
i
i Mqq 2
0 ++≤<
δε ,  where  
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( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ +∈= BABA´ jz0BAii´0BA´0i qqj,z,z,,f,z,z,,f,z,z,,fmax:M ωσωσωσ ωσ  
which is finite since ( )d,B,AR CR 02 α×  is bounded. Then 
( )( ) ( )d,B,AR
BqAqj,jLji
i,,...i
d,B,A CRHˆ:CHˆ
q 0
2
0 21 αα ×⊇= +∈∈ +U  is a finite cover of  
( )d,B,A
R CR 0
2 α×  provided that 2q1 i,,...iHˆ +  are hyper-rectangles defined  by  
ii1ii εσσσ +<< + , ii1ii εωωω +<< + , iij1i,jij zzz ε+<< + , BA qqj +∈∀  and  
that the real sequence { }∞0iδ  is bounded and positive satisfying δδ ≥i  for some real 0>δ .  As a result, 
the existence of such a finite cover implies the controllability of the nominal  system (1)-(2). If the 
construction of the cover satisfying the condition ( ) iBA
i
i M2qq
0 ++≤<
δε  with 0i >≥δδ  is 
impossible then the nominal system is not controllable. 
 
Remark 5.3. Theorem 5.2 combined with Remark 5.1 yields direct sufficiency type conditions for 
controllability of the system (22)-(23) on some bounded ( ) ( )d,B,Ad,B,A CC 0αα ⊂  independent of or 
dependent on the delays when subject to parametrical multi-perturbations. Note that as alternative to tests on 
determinants, tests on the singular values of ( )z,ˆZ 0C σ , or on the eigenvalues or matrix ranks of 
( )z,ˆZˆ 0C σ , may be applied. Extensions  involving input and output decoupling zeros are also direct but 
specific derivation is omitted by space reasons. On the other hand, the remaining properties may be 
investigated as well with simple modifications of Theorem 5.2. In particular,  
 
(1) Stabilizability tests follow from Theorem 5.2 for 0+∈Rσ  only. Output controllability tests follow by 
replacing ( )z,ˆZC σ0  with ( )z,ˆZ CO σ0  in Theorem 5.2. 
(2) Observability tests on some bounded set ( )d,C,AC 0α follow by replacing ( )d,B,AC 0α with 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )dCdACA:d,C,A CCCCC 00000 ααααα ×××= and then using ( )z,ˆZˆ O σ0  instead of ( )z,ˆZˆ C σ0  in Theorem 
5.2. 
(3) Detectability tests on some bounded set ( )d,C,AC 0α follow by replacing ( )d,B,AC 0α with ( )d,C,AC 0α and then 
using ( )z,ˆZˆ O σ0  instead of ( )z,ˆZˆ C σ0  in Theorem 5.2 for 0+∈Rσ  only. 
 
Theorem 5.2 can also be applied for testing the controllability nominal delay-free system (1)-(2). However, in 
this simple case the conditions may be investigated by testing a finite number of (in general) complex 
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eigenvalues of ( )z,ˆZˆ C σ0 , or (real) singular values of ( )z,ˆZC σ0 . In this case, the construction of a finite 
subcover is easier than that involved in Theorem 5.2 since the above number of eigenvalues/singular values is 
finite for each point in a bounded set ( )B,AC 0α instead of a finite number o functions with infinitely many 
associated point eigenvalues.                                                                                                                      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